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Haiku

Deep treasures emerge

From cooperatively

Shared discovery

(inspired by Lee Zia)
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Crossing the Divide 
Between Surface and Deep 

Web Access



OSTI

To advance science and sustain 
technological creativity by making R&D 

findings available and useful to DOE 
researchers and the American people.

Our Mission

Delivering science

since 1947



Today we are 
accomplishing our mission 

by facilitating greater 
access to the deep Web
Through enhanced metasearch capabilities

Through exposure of deep Web 
content to commercial Web crawlers

Through exposure of deep Web content to 
other interested parties



Involves Headquarters Program Offices, Field 
Offices, National Laboratories, other DOE 

facilities and grantees

Collaboration enables OSTI to link to distributed 
STI full-text documents across the DOE complex 

via URLs in metadata

OSTI coordinates the DOE-wide 
Scientific and Technical Information 

(STI) Program



OSTI has managed DOE’s R&D 
results for over 55 years and maintains 

a central repository

Over 5 million electronic citations of DOE and 
other energy-related research information

1.5 million DOE-sponsored full-text reports

Approximately 80,000 full-text reports publicly 
accessible electronically through our product 
called the Information Bridge



From the days 
when 

information 
was difficult 

to deliver



To today’s Information Age
overload …



… “search” has been an 
evolutionary – and at times a 

revolutionary – process. 

New and important steps have been taken to 
benefit researchers and the American public



Without much notice –
we’ve crossed a great 

divide …

between surface Web

and deep Web search



Most patrons search for information  
along the surface of the Web



And thanks to our friends at Yahoo! and 
Google, patrons can quickly access lots 

of wonderful information.

In fact, Yahoo! and Google have done 
such a good job, that many patrons 

think: “If it’s not on Yahoo! or Google, 
then it simply doesn’t exist.”



But, as the NSDL community 
well knows, there’s much, much 

more to the World Wide Web 
picture than most citizens realize

Deep Web





Deep Web

Estimates are that the 
deep Web, where most 

science information 
resides, is vastly larger 
than the surface Web



In 2003, UC Berkeley's School of 
Information Management and Systems
estimated with 95 percent confidence:

surface web: 167 TB

deep Web: between 
66,800 TB and 91,850 TB.



Deep Web

OSTI’s Information Bridge is 
one example of a deep Web 

collection



How best to open deep Web 
access to researchers and the 

public?

Deep Web



We’ve followed a two-
pronged approach

Exposing our deep Web 
content to surface Web

Developing, enhancing 
Metasearch capability



Metasearch

R&D of next-generation algorithm for 
deployment in 2005
Goal to approach ultimate in precision searching

First government deployment was made by  
OSTI in 1999

Searching multiple deep Web databases via a    
single query

Applied to largest collection of government 
R&D databases through Science.gov in 2002

Introduced meta-ranking of metasearch results 
in 2004

Patrons often overwhelmed by too many hits



MetasearchMetasearch
Launched December 7, 2002 Launched December 7, 2002 

Science.gov 1.0Science.gov 1.0

Launched May 11, 2004 Launched May 11, 2004 
Relevancy Ranking (Quick Rank)Relevancy Ranking (Quick Rank)
Advanced Search, Other EnhancementsAdvanced Search, Other Enhancements

Science.gov 2.0Science.gov 2.0

Hosted by OSTI, 12 science agencies 
(representing over 96 percent of US R&D 
budget) participate in delivering science 

information to citizens through Science.gov



AlertsAlerts

Fielded SearchFielded Search

Boolean SearchBoolean Search

Enhance Relevancy Ranking  Enhance Relevancy Ranking  
(MetaRank)(MetaRank)

Science.gov 3.0Science.gov 3.0
(Launch 2005)(Launch 2005)

Science.gov 4.0Science.gov 4.0
(Launch 2006)(Launch 2006)

Enhance Relevancy Ranking   Enhance Relevancy Ranking   
(DeepRank)(DeepRank)

FullFull--text Relevancy Ranking, text Relevancy Ranking, 
Science.gov 4.0 GridScience.gov 4.0 Grid



With support 
from the 
National 

Archives and 
Records 

Administration

While Science.gov opened While Science.gov opened 
unprecedented public access to unprecedented public access to 

government science, it could not touch government science, it could not touch 
the Yahoo! /Google audiencethe Yahoo! /Google audience



Most citizens were still only skimming the 
surface of the Web for their information

So through collaborative efforts with Yahoo! 
and Google, OSTI has been working to 

expose deep Web content to the surface Web



Now the public can access over 
80,000 DOE R&D full-text 

reports and more than 2 million 
bibliographic records of energy-

related R&D results through 
commercial surface Web crawlers

An initial step



deep Web

Other potential searchable collections resulting 
from OSTI introductions to science agencies:



Now we begin another approach to 
support deep Web searching

Why shouldn’t DOE information 
and that of other science agencies 
be searchable through the NSDL 

collection?

We believe it should!



So – how do we get there?

OSTI metadata was already in Dublin Core 
format (like that of the NSDL collection)

OSTI established an OAI server so NSDL can 
harvest our records

By becoming a Data Provider and adopting the 
OAI technical framework, greater exposure is 
gained to DOE’s metadata and ultimately full-text 
scientific research information



OSTI’s OAI compliance

Matches our mission of sharing science information

Introduces a large collection of government science 
information to NSDL resources

Matches NSDL mission to enhance science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics education



Today we are pleased to announce the 
inclusion of 80,000 records of DOE R&D 

full text reports in the NSDL collection

86%

14%

NSDL
DOE/OSTI

Total NSDL Collection 557,000



We intend to share our efforts 
with other federal agencies as 
a model for encouraging even 
broader exposure of science 

databases to the NSDL 
community



We look forward to 
continuing our role in 

facilitating greater 
access to the deep Web

Continue our efforts in enhanced metasearch

Continue exposure of deep Web content to 
commercial Web crawlers

Continue to expose our deep Web content  
to other interested parties, such as NSDL



1Yahoo! Confidential

Yahoo! Search and
Access to the Deep Web

November 15, 2004
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Yahoo! as a Life Engine

Movie Clip
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Yahoo! and Search



4Yahoo! Confidential

Background on Yahoo!

• Started in 1994

• Over 150 million active registered users

• Global presence
- 24 countries
- 13 languages

• Strength in critical content verticals
- #1 online Finance destination
- #1 online News destination
- #1 online Movies destination
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Yahoo! Search Mission

• To deliver the highest quality search experience on the 
Internet

• Fundamental Principles of Yahoo! Search
- Relevancy
- Comprehensiveness
- Freshness
- Presentation
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Powered by Yahoo! Search 
Technology (YST)

• On Feb. 18, Yahoo! rolled out its own search technology –
Yahoo! Search Technology (YST)

• Powers nearly half of all searches conducted in the U.S.

• End-to-end search solution: generate, distribute, and 
monetize search results
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Strong Response

“The new Yahoo search engine very, very, good…it is 
definitely a step up and an improvement for Yahoo…It is 
truly, for the first time in a long time, a viable alternative.."

“…One thing that has to be said is that Yahoo! has really 
hit this one out of the park…This is a really impressive 
set of search results.”

“If Yahoo has not built a better mousetrap; it's at least 
developed one just as good.”

“We compared six searches on the two services…”
Score:
Yahoo!: 2
Google: 1
Tie: 3



8Yahoo! Confidential

Conclusion: Web Search is a Parade

• Most popular online activity after e-mail
• But challenges remain

- Traditional crawlers cannot penetrate the Deep Web
- Hard to index unstructured content
- Result:  Half of current searchers are left unsatisfied within the 

industry
• We launched CAP to solve these problems

- 99% of our search index will always be formed by crawling
- Partnering directly with select content providers enables us to 

deliver the highest quality search experience on the Internet



9

Building relationships to 
explore the Deep Web
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What is the Content Acquisition 
Program (CAP)?

• Mission
- To partner with content rights-holders and integrate top-tier 

content into search results, ultimately improving and 
differentiating the Yahoo! Search experience

• Progress
- Since March, have established relationships with dozens of 

best-of-breed government, educational, and non-profit 
organizations

- Billions of search queries have been impacted
- Winner of Best Content Product award from the Charleston 

Advisor for an “aggressive approach to deep web searching”
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Select Partners
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Digital Library of MIT Theses (OAIster)
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News from NPR
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Department of Energy
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NSDL and Yahoo! Search

• Conversations began last November, content began 
appearing in Yahoo! Search by February

• Utilized Yahoo! feed technology to optimize indexing 
of rich, technical content
– Leveraging NSDL metadata
– Understanding source of content
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Yahoo!’s Competitive Advantages

• Working directly with content providers allows us 
access to previously uncrawlable content

• Leverage domain expertise of partner and editorial 
team at Yahoo!

• Growing array of personal search products that 
facilitate access to content
– My Yahoo! Search (beta)
– Toolbar
– Verticals
– RSS
– Messenger
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Taking it one step further
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Introducing My Yahoo! Search:
mysearch.yahoo.com
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Save, Annotate, Share, and Block 
Search Results
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Personal search experience
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Create “content domains” to search 
across in the future
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Search from anywhere
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News Search
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Image Search
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RSS and My Yahoo!
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Search with anyone
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Questions and Discussion



Presented by:  Ammy Vogtlander, Sr. Product Manager Scirus
Event: NSDL Annual Meeting 2004 in Chicago
Date:  Nov 2004

A specialized search engineA specialized search engine
for scholarly searchingfor scholarly searching



�

AgendaAgendaAgenda

• Introduction

• Defining ‘The Deep Web’

• What a specialized web search engine can do

• In Conclusion



�

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
• Libraries tend to focus on published content
• Users need also non-published information 

– People, Discussion forums, Conferences, Working papers, 
Project papers etc. 

• Web search engines 1st choice, library portal 2nd

• 50% users find general search engines not 
satisfactory for their assignment

• Elsevier developed a specialised Web search 
engine: SCIRUS



�

Introduction of ScirusIntroduction of Introduction of ScirusScirus
• Free search engine focussed on scholarly Web

– Over 150 million Web pages

– Many valuable sources (preprint servers, patents government 
reports, journal sources (18 mil. articles))

• Offers scholarly-specific search functionality for the Web

• Valued by the scientific community
– 1 million users  (40% Europe, 30% Asia, 20% US); over 3 million 

searches per month; 19% brand awareness

– Winner of WebAward 2004 for Directory or Search Engine and 
Search Engine Watch Award 2001 & 2002
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Defining ‘The Deep Web’Defining ‘The Deep Web’Defining ‘The Deep Web’

Reasons for not finding information:
1. Information cannot be indexed by 

(conventional) search engines
2. Information is missed by search 

engines
3. Results are buried
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What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 1
Information cannot be indexed by search
engines

What Scirus does
Different index methods for different
sources
• Crawling
• Specialised crawling (e.g. AIP)
• OAI harvesting (e.g. ArXiV)
• Content loading (e.g. patents)



�

What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 2
Information is missed by search engines

What Scirus does
• Partner with content owner

– Increase visibility of institute by branding results
– Allow for searching on source via Advanced Search
– Allow for Scirus to be used as search engine on site

• Use optimal index method for source
– Use of site map 

• Quality check
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Scirus Advanced SearchScirusScirus Advanced SearchAdvanced Search
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Buried results: Today’s search dilemmaBuried results: Today’s search dilemmaBuried results: Today’s search dilemma

TodayEarly 90s



	


What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 3
Results are buried

What Scirus does
• Focussing on scholarly Web only
• Analysing query; optimising results and 

ranking scholarly information higher
• Clearly distinguishing authoritative 

sources
• Offering scholarly-specific functionality



		

Search for Dolly in Google … and getSearch for Dolly in Google … and getSearch for Dolly in Google … and get
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Search for Dolly in Scirus … and getSearch for Dolly in Search for Dolly in ScirusScirus … and get… and get
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What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 3
Results are buried

What Scirus does
• Focussing on scholarly Web only
• Analysing query; optimising results and 

ranking scholarly information higher
• Clearly distinguishing authoritative 

sources
• Offering scholarly-specific functionality
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Users want a basic searchUsers want a basic searchUsers want a basic search
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Query analysis & refinement termsQuery analysis & refinement termsQuery analysis & refinement terms
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What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 3
Results are buried

What Scirus does
• Focussing on scholarly Web only
• Analysing query; optimising results and 

ranking scholarly information higher
• Clearly distinguishing authoritative 

sources
• Offering scholarly-specific functionality
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Special attention to authoritative sourcesSpecial attention to authoritative sourcesSpecial attention to authoritative sources

Results from regular Web sites display the URL
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What a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can doWhat a specialised search engine can do

Issue 3
Results are buried

What Scirus does
• Focussing on scholarly Web only
• Analysing query; optimising results and 

ranking scholarly information higher
• Clearly distinguishing authoritative 

sources
• Offering scholarly-specific functionality
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Scirus Advanced SearchScirusScirus Advanced SearchAdvanced Search
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Scirus Subject ClassificationScirusScirus Subject ClassificationSubject Classification



�	

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

• It is not only about published content or 
particular sources 
Other information sources are equally 
important in research

• Look for the right channels for you and 
your users to disseminate scholarly 
content

• Understand the issues surrounding 
general-purpose search engines and the 
sponsored advertising model



Contact details
a.vogtlander@elsevier.com

Thank YouThank You


